Momentum acceleration technique is famously known for building gradient-based algorithms with fast convergence in large-scale optimization. Recently, Nesterov's momentum and Katyusha momentum have significantly improved the convergence for stochastic optimization problems. However, the practical gain of acceleration with Nesterov's momentum is mainly a by-product of mini-batching, while acceleration merely with Katyusha momentum in stochastic steps would make the optimization unstable. In this paper, we build a stochastic and doubly accelerated momentum method (SDAMM) which incorporates the Nesterov's momentum and Katyusha momentum in the framework of variance reduction, to stabilize the accelerated algorithm and reduce the dependence on the mini-batching. Theoretically, SDAMM achieves the best-known convergence rates for convex objectives. The experimental results demonstrate that our SDAMM is competitive with state-of-the-art methods for the optimization problems in machine learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the following composite convex optimization problem associated with regularized empirical risk minimization (ERM), which is pervasive in machine learning [1] . ERM typically consists of a convex loss function and a regularization term formally as
where the loss function f (x) is a finite average of n smooth function f i (x), and r(x) is a relatively simple (but possibly non-differentiable) convex function. Each term f i (x) measures the fitness between x and data sample indexed by i, and the function r(x) acts as the regularization of x to avoid the over-fitting of data. We consider this smooth optimization problem under large-scale setting, and try to seek an approximate minimizer x ∈ R d , such that F(x) − F(x * ) ≤ , where x * is the exact minimizer of F(x). Many computational problems in machine learning fall into this formulation.
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Given a sequence of n training samples {z i = (a i , b i ), i = 1, . . . , n}, commonly used loss functions are the square loss 1 2 x T a i −b i 2 for a i ∈ R d and b i ∈ R, the logistic loss log(1+ exp(−x T a i b i )), and the hinge loss max(0, 1 − b i x T a i ) where b i ∈ {−1, +1}, etc. The regularization term r(x) is often chosen to be 1 -norm regularizer λ 1 x 1 , 2 -norm regularizer λ 2 x 2 , or the elastic net regularizer λ 1 x 1 + λ 2 x 2 where λ 1 and λ 2 are the regularization parameters, etc.
A. STOCHASTIC PROXIMAL GRADIENT DESCENT AND VARIANCE REDUCTION
A popular method is the randomized version of the proximal gradient descent (PGD) method, a.k.a stochastic proximal gradient descent (SPGD) method. SPGD performs the update at iteration k with x k+1 = prox η k r (x k − η k ∇f i k (x k )) where i k is drawn from {1, . . . , n} independently and ∇f i k is the stochastic gradient satisfying E[∇f i k (x)] = ∇f (x). When r(x) = 0, SPGD becomes the well known stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method. SPGD (or SGD) is scalable and robust, and has remarkable generalization performance in practice [3] , [4] . Compared with PGD, SPGD achieves a convergence rate of O(1/ √ k) for general convex objectives VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and O(1/k) for strongly convex objectives [5] , with a computational cost of O(d), which is independent of n per-iteration. SPGD consecutively updates with stochastic gradient, which may lead to the gradients pointing in opposite directions. This introduces variance in gradient evaluation and slows down the convergence of SPGD [6] - [8] .
Recently, many stochastic gradient methods with variance reduction have been proposed to achieve better convergence rate for solving problem (1) , such as SAG [9] , Finito [10] , MISO [11] , SDCA [12] , SVRG [6] , SVRG ++ [2] , S2GD [8] , SAGA [13] , SARAH [14] , and their proximal variants, e.g., Prox-SVRG [7] , Prox-SDCA [15] , Prox-mini-S2GD [16] . In these methods, by making a better choice of the stochastic gradient v k , the variance E[ v k − ∇f (x k ) 2 ] decreases as k increases, which helps the algorithm to converge much faster. In particular, SVRG [6] and Prox-SVRG [7] maintain a snapshotx of the optimal point, pre-compute a full gradient ∇f (x) and modify the stochastic gradient as
based on the fact that
For strongly convex objective, these methods achieve the same linear convergence rate as PGD, but obtain an improved complexity of O((n + κ) log(1/ )).
B. MOMENTUM ACCELERATION
More recently, some accelerated stochastic gradient methods have been proposed to obtain better convergence, including ASDCA [12] , APCG [17] , Acc-Prox-SVRG [18] , SPDC [19] , Catalyst [20] , RCGD [21] , point-SAGA [22] , Katyusha [23] , DASVRDA [24] , ASMD [25] , MiG [26] , etc. Among them, ASDCA, APCG, RCGD, SPDC are only applicable to block separable regularization r, i.e., r(x) = i r i (x (i) ), where x (i) is the i-th coordinate of x and r i is the i-th component function of r. Catalyst [20] develops an acceleration framework via adding a dummy regularizer, which hurts the performance of the algorithm both in theory and in practice. Acc-Prox-SVRG [18] and Catalyst [20] apply the ''Nesterov's momentum'' and obtain the oracle complexity O((n + b √ κ) log(1/ )) (b is the size of mini-batch) and O((n + √ nκ) log(κ) log(1/ )) for strongly convex problems. APCG, point-SAGA, SPDC, Katyusha attain the best-known optimal oracle complexity O((n + √ nκ) log(1/ )). For non-strongly convex objectives, Katyusha [23] and ASMD [25] extend the Nesterov's acceleration technique by introducing Katyusha momentum, obtaining the O(1/T 2 ) convergence rate and the oracle complexity of O(n log(1/ ) + √ nL/ ). Katyusha momentum, which is used to prevent the update moving away from the optimal point, further reduces the variance of the stochastic step so as to make Nesterov's momentum more effective. FSVRG [27] , MiG [26] simplify Katyusha momentum [23] by only tracking one momentum for deriving efficient asynchronous acceleration, and achieve the same convergence rate of Katyusha [23] . However, merely applying Katyusha momentum would make the optimization path unstable.
To make this more comprehensive, one can view the updates in stochastic steps as one update with gradient descent, and the gradient descent method might suffer from plateauing when navigating ravines. DASVRDA [24] develops a double acceleration which applies Nesterov's momentum scheme to both stochastic step and deterministic steps within the framework of variance reduction. The inclusion of Nesterov's momentum in deterministic step provides a potential of stabilization for stochastic variance-reduced algorithms. However, the acceleration gained with Nesterov's momentum in stochastic steps is mainly the by-product of mini-batching [28] . This double acceleration in DASVRDA [24] is possibly limited to the setting of mini-batching, which prevents us to develop a stochastic algorithm in the non-mini-batch setting. The significance of non-mini-batch setting lies in two aspects. In some scenarios such as image stylization [29] and hyper-spectral data processing [30] , mini-batching may be not applicable. The other aspect is the computational efficiency. To obtain accurate estimate of stochastic gradient, larger mini-batch size means more computation and memory. This would raise challenges to some applications, such as edge computing.
This high-level description of Nesterov's momentum and Katyusha momentum immediately leads to the question that inspires our work: Can Nesterov's momentum and Katyusha momentum be combined to obtain fast but stable first-order methods? In this paper, we incorporate the momentum acceleration technique from MiG [26] and DASVRDA [24] to develop a doubly accelerated stochastic algorithm for convex objectives in the non-mini-batch setting.
Summary of contributions • Our main contribution is developing a Stochastic Doubly Accelerated Momentum Method (SDAMM), which incorporates Katyusha momentum in stochastic step and the Nesterov's momentum in deterministic step, within the framework of variance reduction. This incorporation makes use of the acceleration of Katyusha momentum in stochastic step and the stabilization of Nesterov's momentum in deterministic step.
• We proved that SDAMM achieves an accelerated convergence rate, and the oracle complexity to obtain an -accurate solution is O(n √ 1/ + nL/ ), which could be improved to O(n log(1/ ) + √ nL/ ) with the reduction technique [31] . These rates match those of MiG and Katyusha whenL = L, and are faster than non-accelerated methods, e.g., SVRG, SAGA. We list the comparisons of our method with several stochastic methods in Table 1 .
• We further develop a lazy update variant of SDAMM for sparse data. The lazy update algorithm allows us to efficiently compute the update of SDAMM in the stochastic step.
C. PRELIMINARY AND ASSUMPTION
Before proceeding, we provide some notations and assumptions that appear throughout this paper. We denote by ∇f (x) the full gradient of function f , ∇f i (x) the gradient of f i at x. Let x (i) be the i-th coordinate of x ∈ R d , we use x, y to denote the inner product of x and y for any x, y ∈ R d , and
x, y = i x (i) · y (i) . The norm · is the standard Euclidean norm with x = √
x, x . The proximal mapping of a convex function r(x) is defined as
We focus on an important case of problem (1), characterized by a convex and smooth function. We say that a function
We consider the composite minimization problem (1) under the following assumption.
Assumption 1: f is convex and each f i is L i smooth. Assumption 2: r is convex and is relatively simple.
II. OUR METHOD: STOCHASTIC DOUBLY ACCELERATED MOMENTUM METHOD
In this section, we will describe our stochastic doubly accelerated momentum method (SDAMM) for general convex problems, followed by the analysis of its convergence rate. The acceleration techniques of Katyusha momentum [23] are incorporated into the inner iteration of variance reduced stochastic algorithm, while the Nesterov's momentum is further applied to the outer iteration as in [24] . Moreover, SDAMM also employs the importance sampling technique to improve the performance of the algorithm.
A. DOUBLE ACCELERATION
Before walking into the description of our main idea of double acceleration, we first revisit the momentums for deterministic and stochastic gradient descent method. It is well known that (proximal) gradient descent might suffer from plateauing when the objective landscape has ridges, which causes the optimization path to zig-zag [32] , [33] . Momentum method can alleviate this by updating the point in the relevant direction, in which the gradient changes quickly tend to cancel each other out [33] . Nesterov's momentum method involves a two-step procedure as
Nesterov's momentum method improves the stability and convergence of the gradient descent method. It achieves the optimal O(1/T 2 ) 1 convergence rate for convex smooth optimization.
In the stochastic setting, momentum methods are implemented with stochastic gradients which estimated from a randomly sampled mini-batch of training samples [34] . A recent work [35] reported that improving on SGD is rather subtle even information theoretically. The popularity and wide applicability of momentum methods in stochastic setting are that they mimic their deterministic gradient counterparts, which result in some practical gains. However, these gains in stochastic cases are particularly the by-products of mini-batching [28] . For instance, Nesterov's momentum is applied in the pure stochastic setting with a batch size of 1 in Acc-Prox-SVRG [18] , wherein no acceleration can be guaranteed in theory. It is also confirmed in [23] that adding Nesterov's momentum would blow up the error incurred by stochastic gradient if the gradient estimators are traitorous, and make the update move further to some inaccurate directions. A novel ''negative momentum'', named as Katyusha momentum, was introduced in [23] within the framework of variance reduction to cancel out these accumulated errors. The author combined Katyusha momentum and Nesterov's momentum in stochastic step, by keeping three variable sequences (x k , y k , z k ), which involves the following updates
where β 1 , β 2 ∈ [0, 1] are two parameters of Nesterov's momentum z k − x k and Katyusha momentum
x − x k respectively, andx is known as a snapshot point in variance-reduction based algorithms. It degenerates to the classical accelerated gradient method when β 2 = 0. Katyusha momentum acts like a ''magnet'' around the snapshotx, and can prevent the update moving far away fromx so that the gradient estimator remains accurate [23] .
Compute a full gradient g s = ∇f (x) 4: for k = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 do 5:
Pick i k ∈ {1, . . . , n} uniformly at random
x k+1 = x k − ηv k # η is the step size 8: end for 9:x s+1 = x m 10: end for Return:x S Based on the advantages of Nesterov's momentum and Katyusha momentum for deterministic and stochastic gradient methods respectively, we incorporate them to doubly accelerate the vanilla SVRG algorithm, to achieve a fast but stable first-order optimization method. To make the idea of double acceleration clearer, we recall the vanilla SVRG, which is simplified in Algorithm 1. We first illustrate the idea of ''inner acceleration'' at the stochastic step. To accelerate the stochastic gradient descent with variance reduction, [23] employed the Katyusha momentum which involves two highly corrected coupling variables x k and z k in Eq.(4), while MiG [26] simplified the Katyusha momentum and tracked only one auxiliary variable x k with momentum parameter β ∈ [0, 1] as
which makes the update much simpler and more practical.
Then we turn to the outer epoch to delineate the idea of ''outer acceleration''. The update at stochastic steps 4-8 in Algorithm 1 can be viewed as
k=0 v k , which reveals that performing the stochastic steps is equivalent to one descent step with some gradient g. Since Nesterov's momentum can improve the stability of the gradient descent method, our natural idea is performing gradient descent step with Nesterov's momentum to further accelerate and stabilize the gradient descent in the outer epoch, which we call ''outer acceleration''. Without Nesterov's momentum int the outer acceleration, the optimization process would be undesirable with oscillations, which are confirmed in our experiments.
Here we arrive at our high-level idea of SDAMM with ''double'' momentum acceleration, where Katyusha momentum is employed in the inner iteration and Nesterov's momentum is applied in the outer epoch. Although there are connections between SDAMM and DASVRDA [24] on the idea of ''double acceleration'', the underlying difference is notable. Here we highlight both the connections and the differences. In the outer epoch, both SDAMM and DASVRDA [24] employ Nesterov's momentum to make the descent update more stable. Nesterov's momentum in DASVRDA [24] is added at every stochastic step, and the acceleration is possibly gained with the mini-batch setting, wherein the momentum is accumulated from the batch information [36] . In the non-mini-batch setting, when equipped naively with Nesterov's momentum, the stochastic gradient updates in DASVRDA become unstable and hard to tune, sometimes even fail to converge in an optimal rate [23] . While in SDAMM, we apply the Katyusha momentum, instead of Nesterov's momentum, at the stochastic step to acceleration variance-reduction gradient update. As analyzed in [26] , Katyusha momentum is provided by the average information of stochastic steps in expectation, which can alleviate the error accumulation of Nesterov's momentum incurred by inaccurate gradient estimation. Moreover, Katyusha momentum merely employed at the stochastic step is, free from the requirement of mini-batching and enough to achieve the same accelerated convergence rate [26] .
B. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we provide the concrete procedure of the proposed SDAMM algorithm in detail, followed by the convergence and complexity results of the SDAMM algorithm.
x sm =ỹ s+1 7:
Compute the full gradient g s = ∇f (x s ) 8: for i = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1 do 9: k = sm + i 10: The SDAMM with importance sampling technique is summarized in Algorithm 2. The inputs of the Algorithm consist of the initializationx 0 , the number of outer epoch S and inner iteration m, and the smooth parameters L i of each function f i . At each epoch s, we initialize the momentum termỹ and perform m accelerated stochastic gradient descent steps with importance sampling. Same with MiG, at each stochastic step, we only preserve a part ofx from the previous stage, specifically (1 − θ s )x s , which maintains the effect of acceleration throughout the epochs. Particularly, in each inner iteration, we only track one momentum y and one auxiliary variable x, which makes our SDAMM much more practical and simpler than Katyusha [23] and ASMD [25] . Inspired by this simple momentum acceleration technique for first-order optimization methods, we update the momentum term y as follow:
where θ s ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of Katyusha momentum term x k −x s , andx s is the snapshot point in the last epoch. Katyusha momentum term in the above equation plays a central role as Nesterov's momentum in traditional acceleration for the first-order optimization.
In each inner iteration, SDAMM is different from that of MiG where the data point is selected with uniform distribution. In SDAMM, we sample the data point indexed by i k per-iteration with probability proportional to L i . This sampling strategy with probability proportional to the smoothness parameter of each smooth function f i is referred to as importance sampling. The importance sampling in first-order stochastic accelerated optimization with variance reduction has been analyzed in the mini-batch setting [23] . This non-uniform strategy would increase the complexity of our SDAMM when each smoothness parameter L i is different, sinceL = 1 n n i=1 L i satisfies L ≤ L ≤ nL where L is the smoothness parameter of f . However, this importance sampling could slightly reduce the total running time of the algorithm in practice [23] , [37] . When θ s = 0 and the sampling distribution is uniform distribution, the SDAMM algorithm degenerates to Prox-SVRG [7] .
The update ofx s is the convex combination of Katyusha momentum and the average of x, and is equivalent to using the average y asx s = 1 m m j=1 y sm+j . Moreover, the initialization of x sm is the momentum termỹ which contains a temporary variable z, and this z is updated by x at the last stochastic step. Some existing stochastic algorithms with variance reduction [6] , [7] choose to usex s as the initial point for the new epoch, and this update would make the overall complexity degenerate to non-accelerated one [26] . It is reported that update by the last iteration of x practically results in a better performance of stochastic variance-reduced algorithm [38] .
In the outer epoch, the momentum term y servers as the initialization of x sm in the new epoch, and involves the updatẽ
It is easy to verify that the weights ofx s ,z s andx s−1 sum to 1. Note that Nesterov's momentum is updated by
. When the algorithm converges andx s approximates toz s , we simply assumex s = z s , then the update of the momentum term y in Eq. (7) becomes
, which degenerates to Nesterov's momentum.
Here we provide the result of convergence and complexity of our algorithm SDAMM, and the proof detail will be given in Appendix.
Theorem 1: Let x * be the optimal solution of Problem (1) . Suppose Assumption 1 and 2 hold, Algorithm 2 with Option I achieves the following convergence rate in expectation
In other words, by choosing m = (n), SDAMM achieves the following oracle complexity in expectation to obtain an -additive error (i.e.,
This complexity reveals that SDAMM obtains the optimal convergence rate of O(1/S 2 ) with the total number of stochastic gradient calls S(m + n). Remark 1: The Algorithm 2 shows the same oracle complexity as Katyusha ns [23] and MiG NSC [26] except for the smooth parameterL. As mentioned above, employing importance sampling technique would slightly reduce the total running time of the algorithm and yield better performance in practice [23] , [37] . Remark 2: WithL = L, the result in Algorithm 2 shows that SDAMM obtains the oracle complexity of O(n √ 1/ + √ nL/ ), which appears worse than the best-known complexity O(n log(1/ )+ √ nL/ ). With the reduction technique [31] used in our algorithm, SDAMM can achieve the best-known oracle complexity.
III. LAZY UPDATE IMPLEMENTATION OF SDAMM FOR SPARSE DATA
In this section, we provide the lazy update of SDAMM to efficiently compute the update for sparse data. Specifically, we consider that the loss function f arises the composition of univariate function φ i , and the φ i is ''rank-one'' structured associated with data sample a i ∈ R d as
In this case, f (x) = 1 n i φ i ( a i , x ) and ∇f i (x) = ∇φ i ( a i , x )a i . This structure is commonly used in many machine learning applications, including ridge regression, LASSO, 1 regularized logistic regression, support vector machine, etc. Particularly for the large-scale datasets in modern machine learning problems, the data are extremely sparse, i.e., a i contains a great number of zeros. Define the set of indexes that corresponds to the non-zero coordinates of sample a i as nnz(a i ) = {j|a (j) i = 0}. To support the lazy update of SDAMM, we further make the following assumption on the regularization function r.
Assumption 3: The regularization function r is separable, i.e., for x ∈ R d , r(x) = d i=1 r i (x (i) ). The lazy update for the stochastic algorithm with variance reduction has been discussed in many non-accelerated methods, including [8] , [16] , where the ''delayed'' update trick is performed in full gradient g s to avoid highly computational cost on dense update. Also the lazy update for accelerated stochastic algorithm with variance reduction have been analyzed, e.g., DASVRDA [24] constructed the lazy update by adopting dual averaging, and MiG [26] developed the serial/asynchronous sparse variant of MiG for simple objective function with r = 0 by using a sparse approximate gradient of g s , and this approximation enables the highly asynchronous with parallel computing. Here we develop an explicit algorithm of lazy updates for SDAMM, which is summarized in Algorithm 3.
To make our lazy update for SDAMM more comprehensive, we use an example to illustrate our idea. Suppose that the spare data matrix A ∈ R n is given below, where each row of A represents the data sample a i ∈ R 4 .
At each iteration k under a fixed epoch s, the following operations are performed in Algorithm 2:
To make the flowchart of Algorithm 3 more comprehensive, we simplify the sampling process by sequentially sampling the data sample, and we focus on the update scheme of Sample i k independently from Q 6: for t ∈ nnz(a i k ) do 7: x (t) 
x k+1 = x k − ηv k 13: end for 14: Randomly chose j from {1, 2, . . . , m} 15: for t = 1 to d do 16 :
s , η, r 17:
s , η, r 18: end for 19 the first dimension of x. When we get into the inner iteration, the data point a 1 is sampled when k = 0 (actually k = sm, however, we omit s when the number of epoch s is fixed). Since a supposed to perform the update Eq.(8). However, the x k is never computed and the newest update of x is x 1 , and PGD Eq.(9) have been delayed for 4 iterations. Hence, just before we compute the update Eq.(8) for k = 4, we need to perform the ''forgotten'' update Eq.(8) by invoking PGD for 4 times.
Formally at iteration k, when a data point a i k is sampled, one need to compensate the update of x by performing operation Prox for k−T (t) times for each coordinate t, where a (t) i k = 0 and the vector T enables us to keep tracking of the iteration when corresponding coordinate of x was updated for the last time. At the end of the inner iteration, we need to update all coordinate of x of the last iteration and the randomly chosen iteration j. Since performing the proximal operator Prox with Algorithm 4 still has not saved any computation on Algorithm 3, some kine of proximal operations for many times can be efficiently computed for further acceleration, e.g., 2 and/or 1 regularization, see [16] for details.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we conduct the numerical experiments to illustrate the properties and performance of our algorithm on real-world data sets for both dense and sparse cases. We implement all the algorithms in C++ and execute them through Matlab interface, and all experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel i7-870 CPU and 16GB RAM. We numerically conduct our experiments on the regularized logistic regression for binary classification problem with regularizer r(x) = λ 1 x 1 + λ 2 /2 x 2 . We based on the log of sub-optimality in optimization error vs the number of passes through the data set. The corresponding objective function in VOLUME 7, 2019 this case is
where b i ∈ {−1, 1} is the label of i-th data sample a i ∈ R d , λ 1 and λ 2 are the regularization parameters to control the balance of objective function. For classification problems, each sample in data sets has been preprocessed with normalization with a i = 1 for all algorithms. All the data sets used in our experiments are listed in Table 2 , and are freely available at LIBSVM webasite. 2 We extract the label {1, 2} of acoustic, seismic and combined (SensIT Vehicle) and the label {4, 9} of mnist, for binary classification tasks. A bias term is added to all data sets.
A. EVALUATION ON DENSE DATA
In this section, we mainly compare our method with several state-of-art stochastic gradient methods on dense data sets. To empirically verify the effectiveness of the combination of Katyusha momentum and Nesterov's momentum in SDAMM, we design ablation experiments (listed in Table 1) to compare SDAMM with the state-of-art algorithms, including (proximal) SVRG [7] , DASVRDA [24] , Katyusha [23] and MiG [26] with the following settings:
• SVRG. The learning rate is set to be 1 4L , which is resealable for theoretical analysis and practical evaluation.
• DASVRDA. To make the comparison coincident in batch size setting, we set the mini-batch size to be 1, and the optimal choice of γ is set to be (3 + √ 9 + 8/(m + 1))/2.
• Katyusha. We use τ 1 = 2 s+2 , α = 1 aτ 1 L and tune a. • MiG. As suggested by the authors, we choose θ = 2 s+4 , η = 1 aLθ and tune a. • SDAMM. Similarly we set θ = 2 s+3 , θ = 1 aθ L and tune a. For theoretical analysis, we choose a = 4.
For regularization parameters, we choose the following three settings (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0, 0), (10 −6 , 0), (0, 10 −8 ). The objective function is non-strongly convex with the former two settings and is strongly convex for the last case. Note that the strong convexity of the objective is 10 −8 which is relatively small, and this makes accelerated methods more beneficial. Figure. 1, 2 and 3 depict the convergence results of all referred algorithms for regularized logistic regression on eight data sets with (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0, 10 −8 ), (0, 0) and (10 −6 , 0) respectively. It can be seen that, the accelerated stochastic methods (including Katyusha, MiG, and SDAMM) consistently converge much faster than the non-accelerated method, i.e., SVRG. DASVRDA is not competitive with SVRG if the mini-batch size is set to be 1 [26] , i.e. non-mini-batching. Note that for both Katyusha [23] and MiG [26] , oscillations occur at the optimization on objective even the Katyusha momentum is employed. Moreover, our SDAMM algorithm achieves competitive performance to the referred algorithms, which shows that double acceleration with momentum is beneficial to the stochastic gradient method. Same as MiG, in each inner stochastic step, SDAMM keeps apart of the snapshotx, and track only one momentum y and one auxiliary variable x, which make SDAMM much simple and practical in real-world machine learning applications. Furthermore, the performance of SDAMM is much more stable than that of Katyusha and MiG.
B. COMPARISON ON SPARSE DATA
In this section, we compare SDAMM with SVRG, MiG [26] , KroMagnon [39] and ASAGA [40] on 2 regularized logistic regression with (λ 1 , λ 2 ) = (0, 10 −8 ). We carefully tuned the parameters for each algorithm to achieve their best performance. We measure the performance on three sparse dataset covtpye.binary, rcv1.binary and susy, which are listed in Table 2 . Figure 4 plots the convergence performance of all algorithms. We note that our SDAMM achieves the best performance over other accelerated methods.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed SDAMM, a fast stochastic doubly accelerated momentum method with variance reduction for large-scale composite convex minimization problems. The acceleration in SDAMM includes the Nesterov's momentum acceleration in the outer epoch and Katyusha momentum acceleration in the inner iteration, while the practical importance sampling technique is employed for further acceleration. This incorporation of Katyusha momentum and Nesterov's momentum achieves a fast but stable acceleration on the first-order algorithm. We have also developed its variant for sparse data, where the lazy update can be efficiently computed at the stochastic step. We proved that our SDAMM algorithm achieves the best-known optimal convergence rate of O(1/T 2 ) and low computational complexity of O(n √ 1/ + nL/ ). We have developed an accelerated algorithm with momentum technique for stochastic convex optimization. While the modern machine learning applications, especially the training of deep neural networks, turn to be non-convex, the acceleration with momentum is appealing for achieving fast convergence and practical performance improvement. Generally, the convex relaxation of non-convex problems can usually be found, and the optimal solution of the original problem can be obtained by solving the relaxed optimization problem. On the other hand, some stochastic algorithms designed for convex optimization can be extended to non-convex optimization under some assumptions, such as SVRG ++ [2] , SCSG [41] , etc. Further avenue of our work is to study the acceleration with momentum for non-convex problem.
APPENDIX
In this section, we present the analysis of the convergence and the complexity of SDAMM.
A. USEFUL LEMMAS
We first give two useful lemmas that support the proof of convergence. The first lemma establishes the upper bound of the variance of the stochastic gradient, which is related to the smooth parameter, while the second lemma describes the inequality of proximal gradient descent.
Lemma 1: Conditional on y k , we have the following inequality of expectation w.r.t i k
Proof: Since each f i is convex and L i -smooth, the following inequality [42] holds
Hence, taking expectation on i k , we have
where 1 follows from E ζ − Eζ 2 = E ζ 2 − Eζ 2 for any random variable ζ , and 2 is from the definition of {q i k }.
The following lemma is identical to Lemma 3 in [26] , and we omit the proof.
Lemma 2: Let
with fixed vector x k , v k and a convex function r(·), then for
B. ONE-ITERATION ANALYSIS
We first analyze the behavior of SDAMM in a single iteration, i.e., for a fixed stage s. The following lemma gives a recursive inequality within m stochastic steps ate fixed stage s, and is the cornerstone to obtain Proposition 1. Lemma 3: Considered at a fixed stage k, the following inequality holds for all u
Proof: By using the smoothness of each f i and y k+1 − y k = θ s (x k+1 − x k ), we have
where 1 uses the fact 1/η ≥Lθ s (2 − θ s )/(1 − θ s ) and 2 follows from a, b ≤ 1 2 ( a 2 + b 2 ). Using the convexity of r(·) and by applying Lemma 2, we have
Rearranging the term gives the desired inequality.
C. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We are now ready to derive the final Theorem 1 by combining the analyses across iterations. The following lemma states the inequalities which relate the objective-distance quantity Let u =x s and u = x * respectively, we obtain desired inequalities.
Now we turn to derive Theorem 1 by applying the recursive inequalities in Lemma 4.
Proof: Using the factỹ s+1 = x sm andz s+1 = x (s+1)m , and applying Lemma 4, we obtain
Multiplying (13) by θ s (1 + θ s ) and adding (14)×(1 + θ s ) yield Here we complete the proof.
